
Mid-Level Full Stack Engineer

Caroline Hirons (CH) Limited (and Skin Rocks Limited, founded by Caroline Hirons) is a skincare company underpinned
by education, authenticity, and authority. Team CH is a powerhouse, small business with an ever-growing portfolio of
projects and campaigns that celebrates and showcases every facet of skin care.

The Skin Rocks App is here to revolutionise how people look after their skin, from an understanding of their skin type
and finding matched products to the science, routines and everything in between.
This role will sit in a cross-functional team that is focused on building Skin Rocks to be a scalable, impactful product. We
are a truly full-stack development team and are responsible for end-to-end development and maintenance of the app.

We are looking for a Mid-level Full Stack Engineer who:

● Embraces collaboration and communicates effectively

● Invests in code quality and health

● Is interested in making technical decisions around architecture, tools and processes

● Has a passion for creating accessible products

● Understands and can work in the Agile and Scrum frameworks

● Our Tech Stack includes:

● App: React Native

● Backend service: GraphQL API and DatoCMS

● Data Storage: DynamoDB

● Infrastructure: AWS Lambda

Required Experience

● 2+ years as a Software Engineer working across the full product lifecycle (design, implementation, testing)

● In-depth understanding of best practice Javascript or Typescript

● Deep working knowledge of React

● Experience building API services using frameworks such as GraphQL/REST

● Experience using testing libraries such as Jest

● Working knowledge of using version control (e.g. Git) within a team

Desirable Experience

● React Native

● App submission to Google Play, App Store

● CI/CD pipelines implementation

● Using Code Push via CI/CD

● Data storage such as DynamoDB or PostgreSQL

● AWS Lambda/Cloud Functions

● App accessibility/a11y

Skin Rocks operates on a fully inclusive hiring policy, without exceptions. Our one prerequisite is that you are the best at
what you do.

Salary: £50K - £55K, dependent on experience
To apply, please email your CV and cover letter to: irock@carolinehirons.com

mailto:irock@skinrocks.com

